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Engineering the heterogeneous interfaces of inverse opals to boost charge
transfer for efficient solar water splitting
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ABSTRACT Herein, we report a three-dimensional porous
TiO2/Fe2TiO5/Fe2O3 (TFF) inverse opal through in situ ther-
mal solid reactions for photoelectrochemical water splitting.
The Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer within TFF acting as a bridge to
tightly connect to TiO2 and Fe2O3 reduces the interfacial
charge transfer resistance, and suppresses the bulk carrier
recombination. The optimized TFF displays a remarkable
photocurrent density of 0.54mAcm−2 at 1.23V vs. reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE), which is 25 times higher than that
of TiO2/Fe2O3 (TF) inverse opal (0.02mAcm−2 at 1.23V vs.
RHE). The charge transfer rate in TFF inverse opal is 2–8
times higher than that of TF in the potential range of 0.7
−1.5V vs. RHE. The effects of the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer are
further revealed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy and in-
tensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy. This work of-
fers an interfacial engineering protocol to improve charge
separation and transfer for efficient solar water splitting.

Keywords: interfacial engineering, heterojunction, transfer re-
sistance, inverse opal, solar water splitting

INTRODUCTION
Water splitting by photoelectrochemical (PEC) technology is an
attractive way to obtain sustainable hydrogen fuel [1–3]. The
design of suitable nanostructures is critical for developing high-
efficiency photoelectrodes under visible light irradiation. Many
strategies have been proposed to improve the solar-to-hydrogen
(STH) conversion efficiency, such as elemental doping [4,5],
heterojunctions [6–8], defects [9,10], and interfacial engineering
[11]. As an alternative protocol, interface engineering is thought
to be an effective method, with strong bonding or electronic
interactions, greatly boosting the charge separation and hin-
dering the charge recombination to enhance STH efficiency
[12,13]. Interfacial engineering has been widely used to
manipulate photo-induced charge transport in photoactive
composite materials for photovoltaic devices and photocatalysts.

Three-dimensional (3D) inverse opal with periodic porous
structure is a promising skeletal material for light harvesting
because of the “slow photon effect” [14–16]. Attempts have been

made to deposit different photocatalytic components on the
‘‘host’’ to build various interfacial heterojunctions including type
I heterojunctions, Schottkey junctions, and Ohmic junctions.
These can promote photo-induced charge separation and
transportation [17–20]. Some excellent nanostructures can be
found in the literature with considerable improvement for PEC
performance, such as CdS nanorod@SnO2 nanobowl [21], Fe2O3
nanorod@nanobowl [22], 3D g-C3N4/Ni(OH)2 [23], WO3/
BiVO4/Co-Pi inverse opal [24], and fluorine-doped tin oxide
(FTO)/FTO-nanocrystal/TiO2 inverse opal [25]. However, het-
erogeneous interfaces in the composite photocatalysts can lead
to inappropriate energy band arrangements that result in serious
charge recombination because of the undesired barriers. The
interface of two solids usually introduces a thermal boundary
resistance in Ohmic contact, which is challenging for charge
transfer. Engineering the heterogeneous interfaces with tunable
energy band position is advantageous for suppressing charge
recombination and promoting transportation of majority car-
riers. In particular, the transfer distance of minority carriers to
semiconductor/electrolyte interface can be largely reduced in the
3D porous inverse opal architectures. Thus, it is necessary to
design and modulate heterogeneous interfaces with 3D com-
posite inverse opal architecture to obtain an optimal synergistic
PEC performance.

Herein, we developed a 3D hierarchical TiO2/Fe2TiO5/Fe2O3
(TFF) inverse opal through in situ thermal solid reactions
between TiO2 and Fe2O3 for efficient solar water splitting.
Compared with the TiO2/Fe2O3 (TF) inverse opal, the Fe2TiO5
interfacial layer within TFF inverse opal acts as a strong
“adhesive” to form low-resistance heterogeneous interfaces. As
expected, the photocurrent density of the optimized hierarchical
TFF inverse opal achieves 0.54mA cm−2 at 1.23V vs. reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE), which is higher than that of TF
inverse opal (0.02mA cm−2 at 1.23V vs. RHE). Moreover, the
separation efficiency is as high as 61.0% for the TFF inverse opal.
The electrochemical and intensity-modulated photocurrent
spectroscopy (IMPS) analysis demonstrates that the PEC activity
enhancement is mainly due to the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer,
which promotes the interfacial carrier transfer and suppresses
the bulk recombination of the electron-hole pairs. This work
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may provide potential strategy to design heterogeneous inter-
faces of novel photoelectrodes for effective PEC water splitting.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Catalysts preparation

Synthesis of 3D periodic porous TiO2 inverse opal
The uniform 3D TiO2 inverse opal was synthesized through a
sol-gel method using immersed and self-assembled polystyrene
(PS) spheres as reported with a slight modification [26]. The
TiO2 precursor solution contained 0.5mL of tetrabutyl titanate,
0.8mL of HCl, 4mL of ethanol and 1.6mL of deionized water.

Synthesis of hierarchical TFF inverse opal
The hierarchical TFF inverse opal was synthesized by a hydro-
thermal method. In detail, the TiO2 inverse opals were kept in
30mL different concentration solutions of FeCl3⋅6H2O (10, 20
and 30mmol L−1) in a 50-mL autoclave at 100°C for 6 h and
labeled as TFF-10, TFF-20, and TFF-30 inverse opals, respec-
tively. Yellow FeOOH nanoparticles were formed on the surface
of the TiO2 inverse opal. The TiO2/FeOOH inverse opals were
then annealed at 550°C for 2 h and additional 15min at 750°C to
synthesize the hierarchical TFF inverse opals. The TF inverse
opals were synthesized by annealing at 400°C for 2 h.

Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recored using
a FIELD SEM S-4800 at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained
by JEM-2100-TEM with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. A
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern was analyzed on an X-
ray polycrystalline diffractometer Smart Lab 9KW with graphite-
monochromated Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056Å). Ultraviolet-
visible (UV-vis) spectra were measured using a spectro-
photometer (Hitachi U-4100) equipped with an integrating
sphere. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was recorded
using an ESCALab MKII spectrometer with Al Ka (1486.6 eV) as

the X-ray source. Fe and Ti L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) spectra were collected at the BL12B-a
beamline of the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory.

PEC measurements
PEC measurements were performed in 1mol L−1 KOH solution
(pH 13.6) on an electrochemical workstation (CHI660E), using
the standard three-electrode configuration (Pt as the counter,
Ag/AgCl as the reference). The as-prepared heterojunction
samples (1.0 cm× 1.0 cm) used as the working electrodes were
immersed into the electrolyte and irradiated under a 300-W
xenon lamp equipped with an AM 1.5 filter. The light power
intensity at the sample positions was adjusted into 100mWcm−2

using calibrated silicon solar cells. The electrolyte was purged
with Ar gas for 30min before the measurements. Linear-sweep
voltammetry (LSV) scan rate was adjusted into 10mV s−1. The
stability measurements were performed at 1.23V vs. RHE.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out
by using Zahner IM6 (Zahner Elektrik, Kronach, Germany) in a
frequency range of 10 kHz to 0.1Hz with an amplitude of 10mV
under simulated solar light illumination. Photocurrent spectra
were acquired at an applied potential of 1.23V vs. RHE with
1 nm steps in the range of 365–800 nm using a Zahner IM6
equipment with light emitting diode (LED) lamps.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 3D porous TFF inverse opals were characterized by SEM
and TEM. Fig. S1 shows the SEM image of the TiO2 inverse opal
with a pore size of about 200 nm largely formed on FTO glass via
a sol-gel process. The periodic 3D porous TiO2 nanostructure is
a promising “host” for anchoring composite architectures. As
shown in Fig. 1a–c and Fig. S2, numerous tiny nanoparticles
were uniformly deposited on the porous skeleton after sub-
sequent hydrothermal and thermal treatments. As the amount of
FeCl3 increased, the surface particles became large and dense on
the substrate skeleton. The sample presented a periodically
porous nanostructure from top to bottom (Fig. 1d). Such a well-
ordered 3D hierarchical nanostructure not only offered a large

Figure 1 SEM images of TFF samples obtained with different amounts of FeCl3 precursors: TFF-10 (a), TFF-20 (b), and TFF-30 (c). Cross-sectional SEM
image of TFF-20 (d) and TEM (e), and high-resolution TEM image of TFF-20 (f).
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surface for photon harvesting but also provided a short carrier
transfer distance. The hierarchical configuration was further
confirmed by TEM analysis. As displayed in Fig. 1e, numerous
nanoparticles with a size of ca. 40 nm can be seen. They were
compactly connected to each other to form a porous structure,
and the intimate contact alleviated interface’s resistance to
charge transfer [27]. High-resolution TEM images (Fig. 1f) show
lattice fringes with a d-spacing of 0.23, 0.34, and 0.27 nm
ascribed to the (004), (101) and (104) planes of TiO2, Fe2TiO5,
and Fe2O3, respectively [28]. Moreover, the Fe2TiO5 interfacial
layer can act as a bridge, tightly connected to TiO2 and Fe2O3 in
the sandwich structure.

The engineered heterogeneous interfaces provide a pathway
for charge transfer and yield excellent PEC performance. The
heterostructured inverse opals were further characterized using
XRD, Raman, XPS and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)
measurements to obtain the chemical composition of each
component. XRD patterns (Fig. S3) show the typical diffraction
peaks of anatase (JCPDS:21-1271) and hematite (JCPDS:33-
0664) [29,30]. However, no characteristic peaks of the Fe2TiO5
were observed, possibly because of the low component content
in the sample. To confirm the presence of the Fe2TiO5 layer in
the sandwich structure, Raman measurements (Fig. 2a) were
employed. As seen, the peaks located at 224, 242.5, 291.5, 408.0,
499.3, 608.1 and 656.2 cm−1 correspond to α-Fe2O3. Noticeably,
the peaks at 660.1, and 787.8 cm−1 are the sensitive peaks, and
show a slight redshift when Fe is replaced by other elements
[31]. The new peak appeared at 660.1 cm−1 and can be attributed
to the redshift of the peak at 656.2 cm−1, evidencing the presence
of Fe2TiO5 layer in the heterostructured sandwich inverse opal.
Fig. S4 exhibits XPS of the heterostructured inverse opal. Fe, Ti
and O elements were detected in the survey spectrum (Fig. S4a).
The high resolution XPS spectra show that Fe 2p peaks were
centered at 711 and 725 eV, which can be ascribed to the Fe 2p3/2
and Fe 2p1/2 as shown in Fig. S4c, demonstrating the presence of
Fe3+ in the TFF inverse opal [26]. Fig. S4b shows the peaks
located at 458.8 and 464.4 eV corresponding to Ti 3p3/2 and

Ti 3p1/2, respectively. The O 1s spectra (Fig. S4d) can be
deconvoluted into two peaks at 530 and 531.6 eV, respectively.
Compared with the TF sample, the peaks of Fe 2p and Ti 3p of
TFF shifted to a higher binding energy, indicating the electron-
deficient state, possibly aroused by the charge transfer between
the Fe2TiO5 and Fe2O3/TiO2. As seen, the Ti L3-edge (peaks P1–
P3) and L2-edge (peaks P4 and P5) in Fig. 2b are due to electronic
transition from the spin-orbit split Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 initial states
to the Ti 3d final states, respectively [32]. For both Ti L2 and L3
edges, the 3d band splitting produced t2g (P1 and P4) and eg (P2,
P3, and P5) sub-bands. Further, the eg sub-band splited into two
peaks (P2 and P3). For the TFF sample, it showed a spectral shape
similar to TiO2 and TF samples, while a single peak located at
the center between P2 and P3 can be observed, possibly aroused
by the Fe2TiO5 phase [33,34]. In Fig. 2c, the two main lines of
the L3 and L2-edges were located at ∼710 and ∼723 eV, which
are due to electronic transition of Fe 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 core elec-
trons, splited by the spin-orbit interaction of the Fe 2p core level,
to an unoccupied 3d level highly hybridized with the oxygen 2p
orbital, respectively [34]. In comparison with the control sam-
ples (TF and Fe2O3), the Fe L-edge peak of the TFF sample
slightly shifted to lower energy, indicating the interfacial inter-
actions of Fe2TiO5 with Fe2O3/TiO2 in the sandwich structure.
The UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of the TF and TFF
samples are shown in Fig. 2d. The TF inverse opals displayed
strong light absorption from ca. 608.2 nm, corresponding to the
band edge of Fe2O3 [30]. After combining with the Fe2TiO5
interfacial layer, the curve was slightly redshifted to 620.1 nm,
indicating that the light-harvesting ability was enhanced by
coupling of the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer due to the interface
coupling effect [35] (Fig. 2e), which might promote interfacial
carrier separation for PEC water splitting. As seen, an obvious
Bragg reflection peak centered at 413 nm is observed for TFF
inverse opal due to the slow light effect in Fig. S5.

The PEC performance of the TFF inverse opals was char-
acterized as shown in Fig. 3 under 100mWcm−2 light illumi-
nation. The photocurrent density of the optimized TFF inverse

Figure 2 Raman spectra (a), Ti L-edge spectra (b), Fe L-edge spectra (c), UV-vis DRS (d) and interface schematic (e) of TF and TFF-20 samples.
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opal sample is ca. 0.54mA cm−2 at 1.23V vs. RHE (Fig. 3a),
which is a remarkable improvement of 25-fold relative to the TF
inverse opal sample (0.02mA cm−2 at 1.23V vs. RHE), implying
that better charge separation or transfer in the TFF inverse opal
with Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer. Compared with the reported
TiO2-Fe2O3 hybrid nanostructures (Table S1), the photocurrent
density of the TFF inverse opal has a distinct advantage that may
be due to the unique sandwich structure and highly efficient
charge separation at the heterogeneous interfaces. The photo-
current density against Fe2O3 cover density on the TFF surface
increased from 0.33 to 0.54mA cm−2, and dropped to
0.06mA cm−2 at 1.23V vs. RHE when the amount of FeCl3
precursor used during the hydrothermal process increased from
10 to 20mmol L−1 and then adjusted to 30mmol L−1. The change
in photocurrent density might be caused by the surface light
absorption. More densely Fe2O3 nanorods on the TFF inverse
opal may decrease the diffuse reflectance and lead to a lower
absorption of the scattered photons. The amperometric current-
time (I-t) curves obtained at 1.23 V vs. RHE with chopped light
illumination are displayed in Fig. S6. As seen, the photo-
response promptness and reproduction of the TFF-20 sample is
very stable, indicating efficient carrier separation and interfacial
charge transport. Fig. 3b shows the photoconversion efficiency
(η) of the TF and TFF inverse opal photoanodes. The calculated
η value was as high as 0.06% at 1.0V vs. RHE for the TFF inverse
opal photoanode, but it was only 0.001% for the TF inverse opal
photoanode at the same potential. The decay in photocurrent
density for the TF inverse opal photoanode can reach 50% in
contrast to 6.9% photocurrent loss of the TFF inverse opal
photoanode under 10-h continuous illumination, as shown in
Fig. 3c, indicating that the TFF inverse opal photoanode had
remarkable photoactivity and photostability.

Fig. 3d presents the incident photon-to-current efficiency
(IPCE) spectra of the TF inverse opal and TFF inverse opal
obtained at 1.23V vs. RHE. The TF inverse opal showed very

low IPCE values over the entire wavelength range. In contrast,
the TFF inverse opal photoelectrode showed much higher IPCE
values from 365 to 600 nm, indicating the enhancement of
charge separation and transfer, boosted by the Fe2TiO5 inter-
facial layer. The maximum IPCE value of 6.5% can be achieved
at 365 nm for the TFF inverse opal photoelectrode, which is five
times that of the TF sample (1.3%). To clarify the effects of
Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer on charge transfer, EIS measurements
were carried out under simulated solar light illumination as
shown in Fig. 3e, f. The TFF inverse opal photoelectrode dis-
played a smaller arc radius at high frequencies of the Nyquist
plots, suggesting lower charge transfer resistance (Rct) [36,37].
Furthermore, the Rct values were obtained from the equivalent
circuit model based on the EIS data (Fig. 3f). The value was as
low as 497Ω for the TFF photoelectrode in contrast to 26,640Ω
of the TFF photoelectrode. The results suggested that the TFF
inverse opal with the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer enabled high
efficiency charge transfer and separation for PEC water splitting.

The interfacial charge transfer and recombination kinetics of
the TFF photoelectrodes were further investigated by IMPS, as
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. S7. Fig. 4a shows the typical IMPS
responses of the TF and TFF inverse opal photoelectrodes. The
negative semicircle of the TFF electrode is obviously smaller
than that of the TF electrode, indicating that a large fraction of
the holes arrived at the semiconductor surface for water oxida-
tion. Importantly, the charge transfer rate constant (ktran), the
recombination rate constant (ktrans) and the recombination rate
constant (krec) can be calculated by the ratio of the low-frequency
imaginary photocurrents (LFIP) to the high-frequency imagin-
ary photocurrents (HFIP) (Fig. 4b) [38,39] as follows:

K K K/ ( + ) = LFIP/HFIP, (1)trans trans rec

K K f+ = 2 . (2)trans rec max

The ratio of LFIP/HFIP for the TFF electrode is much higher

Figure 3 LSV curves of different TF and TFF samples under AM 1.5 G with a scan rate of 10mV s−1 (a), conversion efficiency curves (b), I-t curves measured
at 1.23 V vs. RHE (c), IPCE spectra (d), EIS curves obtained under simulated sunlight (e), and equivalent circuit model (f) of the TF and TFF-20 samples.
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than that of the TF in the potential range of 0.7–1.5V vs. RHE,
suggesting low bulk carrier recombination inside the TFF elec-
trode with the assistance of the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer. Fig. 4c
shows the ktrans curves of the as-prepared samples at different
potentials. The charge transfer rate in the TFF electrode is 2−8
times higher than that of TF electrode at the potential range of
0.7−1.5V vs. RHE, implying significantly improved bulk charge
transport kinetics by the Fe2TiO5 interface layer within the TFF
electrode. Meanwhile, the TFF electrode also achieved lower krec
performance, and the values sharply decreased with potential
increases, thus further demonstrating that the electron-hole
recombination behavior is largely suppressed even under high
bias voltage (Fig. 4d). The photoelectron lifetime can be
obtained from the minimum radial frequency value of the IMPS
curves based on the following equation:

f= (2 ) . (3)d min
1

As displayed in Fig. 4e, the average electron lifetime of the
TFF electrode is as high as 8.5 × 10−4 s, which is apparently
longer than that of TF electrode (2.71 × 10−4 s). The prolonged τd
indicated that the engineered Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer facilitated
electron-hole transfer and separation. A longer electron lifetime,
leads to a more powerful PEC activity. The quantitative analysis
of the bulk charge recombination of the obtained photoelectrode
was evaluated by the hole scavenges, such as H2O2 [40]. Fig. 4f
shows the separation efficiency against the applied potentials.
The maximum separation efficiency is 61.0% at 1.15V vs. RHE
for the TFF electrode with the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer. How-
ever, the value is only ca. 5.0% for the TF electrode. This large
difference means that the photo-excited electron-hole can be
effectively separated by the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer to improve
the PEC performance.

Based on these discussions, the remarkable improvement of
PEC performance is mainly aroused by interfacial engineering,

suppressing bulk carrier recombination, and promoting inter-
facial charge transfer. The overall effects of interfacial engi-
neering on carrier transfer pathways are schematically
summarized in Fig. 5 and Fig. S8. In the TF sample, the large
thermal boundary resistance and poor carrier transfer kinetics
aroused by the solid Ohmic contact interface result in photo-
generated electron-hole recombination and limited transfer to
the electrode/electrolyte interface for PEC water splitting
(Fig. 5a). By introducing the Fe2TiO5 interfacial layer between
the TiO2 and Fe2O3 (Fig. 5b), the strong interface coupling effect
and the upshift Fermi levels regulate their electronic band
structure and generate a hole conduction pathway to promote
carrier transfer and suppress charge recombination. XAFS
measurements demonstrate strong interface coupling interac-
tions within the TFF electrodes. IMPS and EIS curves also
confirm the decrease in interfacial energy barriers. The Fe2TiO5
interfacial layer promotes the charge transfer from Fe2O3 to TiO2
due to energy level differences. These features collectively con-
tribute to satisfactory charge separation efficiency of the TFF
electrode under illumination. The high charge separation in TFF
occurs through three sequential steps: suppressed bulk recom-
bination, prolonged photoelectron lifetime and rapid interfacial
transfer involving charge consumption (Fig. 5c). Here, inter-
facial engineering facilitates interfacial charge transfer, sup-
presses the bulk carrier recombination and prolongs the
photoelectron lifetime, thus boosting the PEC performance.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, 3D hierarchical TFF inverse opals have been suc-
cessfully designed and synthesized via in situ thermal solid
reactions for efficient solar water splitting. The Fe2TiO5 inter-
facial layer within TFF inverse opals significantly reduces the
thermal boundary resistance, and suppresses bulk carrier
recombination to promote interfacial charge transfer. The

Figure 4 IMPS response recorded at 1.80V vs. RHE (a); ktrans/(krec + ktrans) (b), ktrans (c), krec (d), τd (e), and separation efficiency (f) of different anodes
extracted from IMPS analysis.
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improvement of separation efficiency of TFF inverse opals is due
to the prolonged photoelectron lifetime, leading to a highly
efficient PEC performance. This work highlights the important
role of interfacial engineering in charge transfer and provides a
valuable insight for the rational design of novel photoelectrodes.
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光子晶体异质界面工程调控光生载流子分离及高效
水分解性能研究
张苗苗1†, 刘翩翩1†, 谈浩2, 张惠1, 黄方志1*, 张坤3, 李士阔1*

摘要 活性材料中的载流子转移是太阳能高效利用的一大挑战. 本文
通过固相反应原位制备了三维多孔TiO2/Fe2TiO5/Fe2O3 (TFF)反蛋白石
结构, 用于光电化学分解水. Fe2TiO5作为桥接层与TiO2和Fe2O3紧密相
连, 降低了界面电荷转移电阻, 抑制了体相载流子复合. 优化后的TFF在
1.23 V(相对于可逆氢电极)的光电流密度为0.54 mA cm−2, 是TiO2/Fe2O3

(TF)反蛋白石结构 (0.02 mA cm−2)的25倍. 在偏压范围为0.7−1.5 V(相
对于可逆氢电极)时, TFF光阳极的电荷转移速率是TF的2−8倍. 此外,
我们通过X射线吸收光谱和强度调制光电流光谱进一步探索了Fe2TiO5

对界面电荷传输动力学的影响. 该工作为揭示界面工程对光生电荷分
离和转移的调控作用, 设计开发高效的界面异质结构光电极提供了一
种新策略.
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